
The Secret Garden is a place that never sleeps and where mysterious 
Dyniaqs constantly prepare for holidays and rituals, so anyone who 
crosses the gate may think that it does not attract the attention of the 
inhabitants. However, this place has its guardians. They stare from 
between the trees and plants, their arches and bare swords ready. 
Therefore, if you think you walk this place unnoticed, you are wrong...

Notes about this race are laconic and hidden under a veil of funny stories 
and legends, but the true face of these creatures can be found in the bo-
oks of the Halflings. Many centuries ago, in the halfling Book of Dreams, 
they were called Dyniaq, beings from the dimension of sleep, which, 
thanks to mesmeric portals, enter our world to feed on our nightmares. 
In some regions, they are also called Koshmarions or Pumpkin Heads.
Dyniaqs usually wander at night, passing among old villages and houses 
accompanied by flutes, bagpipes and drums. They are covered by a my-
sterious fog, which is their inseparable companion. In the glare of the 
lanterns they carry, their shadowy figures, greenish skin tones and leaves 
appear to grow out of their bodies. It happens that their eyes take on 
an ominous appearance and radiate a bizarre blue aura that can receive 
energy from hostile creatures. However, they don’t do it rashly, but only 
when someone disrupts their parades or rituals. The halfling Book of 
Dreams tries to convince us that the Dyniaqs do not belong to the world-
destroying evil, but are only a manifestation of the mother’s secret side. 
Few believe in these theories...
Walking through the Secret Garden, stepping on its moist and peat-smel-
ling soil, which has produced so many different trees and multi-coloured 
plants, it is not difficult to understand why this place is called a garden. 
Many trees have very unnatural shapes, as if they were painted by an 
artist who not only has too vivid imagination, but also chooses colours 
with crazy passion. Despite the darkness, they are perfectly visible, as if 
everything had its internal, faint glow. The closer we approach the set-
tlement of Dyniaqs, the more lighthouses we pass, which illuminate the 
paths and nearby plants with their orange glow, adding to all the magic 
look. 

It is visible from afar that the settlement is buildings, which are par-
tly large plants or wooden constructions, entwined by creepers, which 
strengthen their construction, becoming subtle decorations. Many of 
them have specific colours - shades of purple, intense purple or yellow. 
They are decorated with vegetable railings and vines curling on their 
walls. Between some you can see giant vines, which serve as bridges or 
entrances to the higher parts of the structure, which are watchtowers or 
houses of mages. In some windows you can see burning candles or oil 
lamps, illuminating the interiors of chambers filled with books, trunks 
and countless potions. These are the seats of the Earth Wise Men who 
have been controlling old artifacts for centuries. In others, you can see 
empty walls that are decorated with floral engravings and mysterious si-
gns. These rooms serve as meeting points for the conclave, which are 
gathered to set new hiking paths for Dyniaq and discuss the course of 
the holidays and festivities. There are also places other than all of them, 
they resemble huge mounds, whose structure is supported by countless 
creepers and shrubs. At the same time, they create patterns on the surface 
of the mound that, in addition to aquamarine light, also radiate magical 
energy rising many meters above the mound’s vault. These buildings are 
the Ulthua temples, where Dyniaq druids perform rituals of planting 
sacred Thalbien trees, whose seeds, arranged in the temple, sprout in va-
rious regions of the world. There are many helpers around the mound, 
who constantly bear Cucurbits to the huge well located nearby, which 
is in fact a huge underground furnace, used to burn the fruits of the 
earth in its green flames. The furnaces are always right next to the Ulthua 
temples, so that the newly obtained energy can quickly go through the 
underground roots straight to the planted Thalbien trees. 
In this strange place there are also many squares that have their unique 
names whispered louder or quieter, depending on the destination. There 
are prayers in some, seeds are segregated in others, and others are a place 
where legends are told. Mostly there are musicians in the area who play 
new arrivals to put them in the right mood. 

On the outskirts of this factory there are many places that are much 
darker and more dangerous. These include the Cucurbit Plains, on which 
large crows hunt, ruthless to any daredevil who has been present in the-
ir territory for too long. They usually watch the plains, sitting on the 
shoulders of their terrifying masters, straw creatures called Hohole, who 
clumsily wander through the plains looking for the wretches from which 
they can drain magic. They are the main reson why the trip for the Cu-
curbits is dangerous and many Dyniaqs have paid for it with their lives. 
Hohole are completely immune to magic, so the only solution is to run 
away from them. However, if we find ourselves between the big Crow 
and Hohole, our fate is unfortunately decided.

Fear them by day, fear them by night.
Light the candles at midnight.
One two three, one two three.

You enter their world with your eyes closed.
You are stiff as your bed, and feel as cursed.

One two three, one two three.

Fear the nightmares that they bring,
beware of the dream loop,

I shoot the pumpkin from my sling,
let it be good for soup.

One two three, one two three.

Light the candles at midnight.
Fear is by day and fear is by night.

There is no help and there is no light...
(despairing cries)

One two three, you fall asleep...

Counting rhyme of children from the city of Alow

The time has come for a great trip to the Cucurbit Plains...



Crow:
A player may use a Crow card during Cucurbit Fights 
when attacked by another player. Now he can put a Crow 
card instead of a Cucurbit card on the table. Thanks to 
this, he not only bounces the opponent’s card, but also 
has the right to throw one selected Cucurbit from the 
pouch of the opponent who attacked him. Return the 
Crow card and all cards used during the Cucurbit Fights 
to the Discard pile.

Hohole
You can play a Hohole card before Gathering from 
Plains. This means that this is the last cycle, after which 
the game is over. When finished, count the points and see 
who won. If it happens that you have Hohole and Crow 
in your hand, you must immediately put both cards on 
the table. Play the cycle to the end and count who won. 
Hohole and Crow together always end the game.

Freshie
Freshie can be put into the pouch as one of two cards or 
the third one, which doesn’t count to the limit.

Weirdo
When exchanging Cucurbits with other players, you 
can, regardless of what you have agreed with another 
player, give him any Weirdo card.

Pretty one
After the end of the game, if there is a tie between some 
players, the number of Pretty ones in the pouch deter-
mines the victory.

Rottie
When making a Cucurbit throw at an opponent, you 
always have the right to add a Rottie card. The oppo-
nent can defend against Rottie, as against an ordinary 
Cucurbit.

Rules
What is it all about?

You and your friends choose a Dyniaq and collect the required amounts of different Cucurbits. You 
can exchange the Cucurbits at the Strange Fair and do a trick by giving a Weirdo to your friend. 

When the Cucurbit Fights begin, you can throw what you don’t need at your friend on the left. 
If he doesn’t bounce your Cucurbit, it will hit him in a pouch and ruin his collection. Simple. But 

how wonderful! Read the rules below. If you don’t understand them, give them to someone who 
wears glasses. They always understand everything. If no one in your pack has glasses and these rules 

are black magic, there is still hope. Watch the video about the game. Link at www.spellcrow.com
If you have comments or want to tell us what you think about the game, be sure to write. 

Our mail: spellcrow@umbraturris.com
Enjoy the game!

How to win?
The player who collects all the required Cucurbits in his pouch wins at the end 
of the cycle. If there is a tie with another player who has also collected the set, 
the number of Pretty one cards in the bag determines the victory. Whoever has 
more Pretty ones, wins.

How to win faster?
A player who has a Hohole card in his hand may place this card just before 
Gathering from Plains in any cycle he chooses. Play the cycle and then the game 
ends. Collecting the required number of Cucurbits of a particular type gives 1 
point. If it happened that two or more players have the same number of points, 
the number of Pretty ones in the pouch determines the victory.

Example: Tom, Ann and Peter gather, trade and throw Cucurbits for many cycles. 
Suddenly, before the Gathering from Plains, Ann plays a Hohole card. So this 
is the last cycle in the game. Everyone carefully exchange cucurbits, fight, and 
then count the points in their pouch. Tom played a Nightmaris. Of the required 
Cucurbits, he only collected Pattypans (1 piece) and Aubergines (2 pieces). The 
rest of his Cucurbits don’t have the required amount, so they don’t count. This 
gives him 2 points. Ann played Secretis. She has a set of Courgette (2 pieces) and 
Squash (5 pieces). It’s also 2 points, but one of the Courgettes is a Pretty one. 
Peter played Darkus and collected only a set of Pumpkins (3 pieces). Tom and 
Ann have 2 points each, but Courgette Pretty one gives Ann the victory.

Setting up:
Before the game, shuffle all Cucurbit cards, including Crows and Hohole. There 
are a lot of them, so each player can take some from the deck and shuffle. All 
facedown cards placed on the table form Cucurbit Plains pile. Next to the Cucur-
bit Plains, there will be a Discard pile. Discarded cards are always face up. If at 
any point in the game the Cucurbit Plains pile ends, shuffle the Discard pile and 
set it again as Cucurbit Plains.
There are 5 Dyniaq cards. Each player draws one Dyniaq, then places his card in 
front of him, face down from other players. Each player can look at his own card 
at any time during the game, but so that nobody can see the name of his Dyniaq 
and what he collects.

Pouch:
Cucurbit cards are placed just above the Dyniaq card. Cards should be always 
face up and set in the order in which they appear on the Dyniaq card. Each player 
should arrange the Cucurbit cards so that other players can easily see the number 
and the type of Cucurbits in their opponent’s pouch.

Who starts?
All players participating in the game must determine who starts the game. They 
can determine this by rolling the dice, coin or by choosing someone. The starting 
player takes a card called Twinkle, which means that he is first.

Start of the cycle:
1. Gathering from Plains. 

The first player takes five cards from the Cucurbit Plains pile. Then the player 
on his left draws next 5 cards. When all players have 5 cards in their hands, the 
Gathering from Plains ends. During the game players may draw up to 5 cards 
and no more.

2. Strange Fair.
Now, each player has the right to declare which Cucurbit cards he has for ex-
change. If one of the players comes to an agreement with him, both players place 
the declared cards face down on the table and exchange them. After exchange 
each player takes the card to their hand. Players must exchange the cards they 
have declared, but the exception is one card. A player may always place any type 
of Weirdo card instead of the card he has declared. If any player decides not to 
trade, he must declare it. If no one wants to continue exchanges, the Strange 
Fair ends.

3. Collecting in the Pouch.
Each player has the right to place a maximum of 2 cards in their pouch. An ex-
ception is a Freshie card, which can be put as a third card up to two previously 
set. If the player collects the required amount of a certain type of Cucurbits, he 
cannot put more cards of this type in his pouch.

4 . Cucurbit Fights.
The first player (who has a Twinkle card) chooses one Cucurbit card from his 
hand and plays it. This means that he attacked the player on his left. The oppo-
nent can defend himself if he plays the same type of Cucurbit. If he doesn’t have 
it or doesn’t want to defend himself, it means that he was hit with a Cucurbit. 
The player who threw the Cucurbit can take any one card from his opponent’s 
pouch and place it in the Discard pile along with the Cucurbit he threw. After 
that, the next player also has the right to throw at his friend on the left and so on. 
If a player has a Twinkle card, he must throw a Cucurbit if he has one in his hand. 
Others may refuse to throw a Cucurbit if they feel sorry for the Cucurbit or the 
opponent. You can’t throw Crows and Hohole.
After all fights are over, Cucurbit Fights end.

End of the cycle:
At the end of the cycle, the player with the Twinkle card passes it to the player 
on his left and that player begins a new cycle. Start again from Gathering from 
Plains and play the next cycles until one of the players wins the game!

Card rules:
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